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Abst ract  - -  A convolutional code is a space over the field of Laurent series over a finite field which 
is generated by a polynomial matrix. In this paper, we count the number of convolutlonal codes 
which are generated by polynomial matrices of degree one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Fq be a f in ite field of q elements, where q is a prime power. We denote by Fq[z] and Fq((Z)) 
the polynomial ring and the field of Laurent series over Fg in z, respectively. Recall that Fq((z)) 
consists of all series of the form ~'~=r ai z i, where r is an integer, and ai E Fq. 
DEFINITION 1. An (n, k) convolutional code C over Fq is a k-dimensional subspace in F~((z)) 
which has a polynomial basis, i.e., a basis whose elements are in F~[z]. 
The elements of C, which are n-sequences of Laurent series, are called codewords. Convolu- 
tional codes are used in communication a d computer storage systems to protect data from noise 
[1]. A mathematical theory of these codes was developed by Forney [2]. The following definitions 
can be found in [2,3]. 
Let G = (gl(z),. . . ,gk(z)) be a polynomial basis for C. Here, gi(z), 1 _< i ~ k, is an 
n-sequence of polynomials. The degree of gi(z), deggi(z), is the largest degree among all its 
polynomial components. We call G an encoder of C. The span (memory) and constraint length of 
G are given by maxs_<i k deg gi (z) and ~-~= 1 deg gi (z), respectively. The span of the convolutional 
code C, which is denoted by p(C), is defined to be the minimum span among all its encoders. 
Similarly, the constraint length of C, denoted by ~(C), is the minimum constraint length among 
all its encoders. 
As a simple example, 
encoder 
consider the (3, 2) convolutional code C over F2 generated by the 
(110)  
G= 1 z z " 
The span and constraint length of G are equal to one. Hence, ~(C) = ~(C) < 1. Suppose that 
p(C) = v(C) = 0 which implies that C is generated by two vectors in F~. Since (1 1 0) and 
(1 z z) are in C, then (1 1 0), (1 0 0), and (0 1 1) are codewords. However, these 
three vectors are linearly independent, which contradicts the fact that C has dimension two over 
F2( (z ) ) .  Hence, p(C) = v(C)  = 1. Examples of unit-span convolutional codes are given in [4-7]. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we review some of the basic results concerning the structure of 
convolutional codes. In Section 3, we give a complete characterization f the structure of unit- 
span convolutional codes. Based on this characterization, wedetermine in Section 4 the number 
of convolutional codes of span one with a given constraint length. 
*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant NSF NCR-89-08105 and 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let C be an (n, k) convolutional code over Fq. We will construct an encoder for C. The 
method of construction is due to Piret [8]. First, we need some notation. If S is a nonempty set 
of elements in F~((z)), we denote by S the Fq((z))-subspace generated by S. 
For any nonnegative integer m, we define Cm to be the subset of C consisting of all codewords 
which are in F~[z] and of degree < m. Clearly, Cm is an Fq-subspace and 
oC_CoC_Ci C_...c_c,~ c_..., 
and hence 
0c_~0 c_~ c_...c_ cm c_.... 
From the definition of convolutional codes, it follows that C is generated by k polynomial 
codewords. Therefore, if m is large enough, then Cm contains all these polynomial codewords 
and, hence, 6'm = C for such m. The smallest m for which this holds is the span of the 
convolutional code C, i.e., p(C) = min{m E Z : C = C',~}. Define C-1 = 0. Then, for m > 0, 
Cm-1 C_ Cm and Cm-1 z C_ Cm. Hence, Cm-1 + Cm-1 Z C_ Cm as Fq-subspaces. So there exists 
an Fq-subspace Bm such that 
Cm = Bm • (Cm-i + C.~-i z), 
where $ denotes direct sum. The following result, due to Piret, appears in [3,8,9]. 
THEOREM 1. C = Bo • B1 ~""  $ B,(c) .  If Gin = (gm,l(Z),. . .  ,gm,k,~(X)) iS an Fq-basis of the 
Fq-space Bin, then G = Go t.J G1 U .. .  U G,(c) is an encoder of C. The constraint length of C iS 
v(C) = E~__C~ mkm, where k,, is the dimension of the Fq-space Bin. 
The dimension of C is k = z...m=0V'"(c) -,-'l" Although B1 , • • •, B,(c)  are in general not unique, the 
numbers k0, k i , . . . ,k , (c )  depend only on the code C. We say that C has a dimension profile 
(ko, kl,..., k,(c)). 
If It(C) = O, then C =/}0 = C0. Hence, the number of (n, k) convolutional codes of span 
zero equals the number of k-dimensional subspaces Co of F~' which is known to be the Gaussian 
binomial coefficient [~]q defined as [lOl 
k-1  
1-I (q, _ q,) [;] _ ,_-0 
k-1  
i=O 
On the other hand, the problem of counting (n, 1) convolutional codes of any given span was 
addressed in [11]. 
3. CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF SPAN ONE 
If p(C) = 1, then using Theorem 1, we have 
C =/~0 •/~1, 
where B0 = Co and B1 satisfies 
(1) 
c l  = B1 e (Co + C0 x). (2) 
Let k0 and kl be the dimensions orB0 and B1, respectively. Then, C has dimension k = k0+kt, 
constraint length v(C) = kl, and dimension profile (k0, kl). The elements of B1 are polynomial 
codewords of degree one at most. Hence, any element b(x) 6 B1 can be written as b(z) = b0+bl z. 
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Each of the sets B1,0 = {b0 E F~ : b0 + bl z E B1} and B1,1 -" {bl E F~ : b0 + bl z E B1} forms 
an Fq-space of dimension/:1 at most. The following lemma appears in [9]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose bo + bl z and b~o + b~ x E B1. Then, bo - b~o ff and only if bl - b~. Each o£ 
B1,0 and B1,1 has dimension kl. 
PROOF. If b0 - b~, then (b l -b~)z - -  (b0+blz ) - (b~+b~z)  6 B1 C_ C1. But this implies 
bl - b~ E Co. Since B1 satisfies (2), then bl - b~ -- 0. Similarly, bl - b~ implies b0 - b~. Hence, 
there are one-to-one correspondences between B1 and B1,0 and between B1 and B1,1. This proves 
that Bl,o and B1,1 have dimension kl. | 
It follows that we can identify B1 by the triplet (B1,0,Bl,1,/3), where /3 is the Pc-linear 
transformation/3 : B1,0 , B1,1 given by/3(bo) = -b l  for b0 + bl z E B1. The transformation/3 
is an isomorphism between Bl,o and BI,I. There are q2kOk~ solutions for B1 in equation (2). Let 
B~ be a subspace of dimension n - lc0 such that F~ = Bo (9 B~. Then, there is a unique B1 such 
that (1) and (2) hold and for which B1,0 and B1,1 are in B~. 
We will show that/3 does not fix any nonzero subspace of Bl,o. By fixing a space, we mean 
fixing it set-wise rather than point-wise. Suppose that we are given subspaces Bl,o and B1,1 in 
F~ of dimension /cl. Let/3 : Bl,o ~ BI,1 be an Fg-linear transformation of full rank. Define 
the Fq-space B1 = (b -/3(b) x : b E B1,0}. 
LEMMA 2. B1 does not contain a nonzero polynomial element o[ degree zero if and only if 
/3(U) = U/or  an Fq-space U C_ Bl,o implies U = O. 
PROOF. Suppose that there is a nonzero a E ]31 of degree zero. Then, 
oo 
a = - /3 (b , )  x ' ,  
/ - -0 
where bi E B1,0, bo = a, and/3(bl) = bi+l for i >_ 0. Since bo = a ~ 0, and/3 is an isomorphism, 
then bl =/3(bo) # 0. By induction, bi ~ 0 for all i > 0. Since there is a finite number of elements 
in B1,0, then there are il and i2 such that il < i2 and bi~ - hi2. For il < i < i~, we have 
/3(bi) - bi+l. Let U be the Fq-space generated by {bl : il _< i _< i2 - 1}. Since/3 is an Fq-linear 
transformation, then for any elements ai E Fq, il <_ i ~ i2 - 1, we have 
i2--1 i2--1 i2--1 i2--1 
/3 (Z  aib~)- Z ai/3(bi)- Z aibi+l - ai2-1 bi~ -{- ~ a~-I b~ ~ U. 
i f i  I i f i l  i=is i=i~'t'l 
Since/3 is an isomorphism, then/3(0") = U. Conversely, suppose that for some nonzero F~-space 
U C_ B~,0, we have /3(U) = U. Pick a nonzero element b0 ~ U. Then, /3(b0) E U. Hence, 
/3~(bo) =/3(/3(b0)) ~ U also. By induction, for each i >_ 0, we have ~(b0) ~ U. Let 
oo 
a = - x) 
i----O 
Then, a ~ ]~1. But a = b0 ¢ 0. Thus, ]}1 contains a nonzero element of degree zero. This 
completes the proof. | 
If B~ contains a nonzero polynomial element of degree zero, then this element is in Bo, 
contradicting equation (1). Hence, Lemma 2 implies that/3 does not fix any nonzero subspace of 
Bi,0. 
Now suppose that we are given a subspace B0 _C F~ of dimension h0 and subspaces Bi,0 
and B1,1 in B~ of dimension /c~. Let /~ : B~,0 , BI,~ be an F#-linear transformation of full 
rank which does not fix any nonzero subspace of Bi,0. Define BI -- {b -/3(b) z : b 6 BL0 }. 
We will argue that /~0 ['I B1 ~- 0 and C ~--- B0 (9 Sl  is a convolutional code of dimension profile 
(/Co, k~. Since B~,0 and B~,I are in B~, then B1 C_ B~ + B~ x. From the definition of B~, we have 
B0 N BI - 0. Let C - Bo (9 J3~. Then C is a convolutional code. We will show that Co - B0 
and C~ = B1 (9 (Bo + Bo z). Any power series a(x) = ) '~o  a~ z ~ 6 ]}o (9 J0~ can be written as 
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oo i oo " where bo,i E Bo and bl,i G B1. Let bt,i bt,o,i + bl,l,i x, where a(z)  -- ~-~i=o bo,i z -F ~'~i=o bl,i x', 
bl,0j E Bl,o and b l j j  E BI,1. Hence, 
oo oo 
a(x) = Eb0, i :v i - t -E (bL0, i+b l , l , iZ )z '  
i=0 i=0 
oo oo 
"- Ebo , ix i - -~  E(b l ,o , i - I . -b l , l , i -1 ) .~/ ,  (3) 
,=0 i=0 
where we define bl,t,-1 = 0. Since Bt,o and Bt j  C_ B~, then ai = 0 for some i implies bo,i = bt,0,1+ 
bl,l,i-I = 0. Since B1 N Co = 0 by Lemma 2, then Co C_ Bo. From the definition of Co, we have 
Co = B0. Now we prove that C1 = Bt ~ (B0 + B0 z). Consider a(z) as given in (3). If a(z) E C1, 
then bl,o,i + bt j , i - t  = 0 for i >__ 2. Hence, ) -~1 bx,i z i-1 = ~']~i°°=1(bt,o,i + bl,s,i z) z ~-1 has degree 
zero. In this case, Lemms 2 implies that bl,i = 0 for i > 1. Hence, a(z) E B1 ~ (Bo + B0 z). 
Then, Ct C_ B1 ~ (_B0 + B0 z), which proves that Ct = BI 6~ (Bo + B0 z) from the definition of C1. 
Thus, C = J~o $ B1 is one of the decompositions given in Theorem 1. Since Bt,0 has dimension 
kl, then B1 has dimension kl also. Hence, C has dimension profile (ko,kl). This proves the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Given subspaces Bo C F~ of dimension k0, and Bl,o, Bt,1 C B~ of dimension 
kl, as well as an Fq-linear transformation ~ : Bl,o ~ Bt,1 of full rank which does not fix 
any nonzero subspaze of Bl,o, define B1 = {b - ~(b)z : b E Bt,o}. Then, C = [~o • B1 is an 
(n, ko + kl) convolutional code of dimension profile (ko,kt). Conversely, given an (n, ko + kl) 
convolutional code of dimension profile ( ko, kl), we can define uniquely subspaces Bo, Bl,o, Bt,1, 
and an Fq-linear transformation ~ : Bt,o , BI,~ satisfying the same conditions. 
4. THE NUMBER OF UNIT-SPAN CONVOLUTIONAL CODES 
In this section, we will determine the number of convolutional codes of span one. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Nq(n,ko, 1Cl) be the number of (n, ko + ]Cl) convolutional codes over Fq of 
span one and constra/nt length kl, i.e., of dimension profile (ko, hi). 
From Theorem 2, Nq(n, ko, kt) equals the number of subspaces B0 C F~ of dimension ko 
times the number of triplets (B1,0,B1,1,~), where Bt,0, B1,1 C_ B~ are of dimension kl and 
/~ : Bi,0 , BI,1 is an Fq-linear transformation of full rank which does not fix any nonzero 
subspace of B1,0. Of course, given two subspaces Bt,0 and B1,1, the number of/3's depends on 
the dimension of Bt,0 N BE,1. 
DEFINITION 3. Let B1,0 and B1,1 be two vector spaces of dimension kl over Fq. Let BI,o F~ B1j  
be of dimension s. Define Tq(kl, s) to be the number of Fe-linear transformations of full rank 
from B1,0 onto BI,I which do not fix any nonzero subspace of Bl,o. 
In the following, we will determine Tq (kl, s). 
LEMMA 3. 
k l -1  $ [ : ]  []gl __S] q($-rn)~Tq(s,m)" 
II (qk, _¢ )  LS -mj  i=$ rn=O q q 
a i ' k l -a  PROOF. There are [role ,8-m]qq (8-m)2 choices for a subspace U _C Bl,a of dimension s such 
that the dimension of U N B1,0 is m. By definition, there are Tq(s, m) transformations from 
B1,0 N BI,t onto U which do not fix any nonzero subspace of B1,0 A Bt,I. Each transformation 
]-Ik~-l(qkX can be extended to all of Bt,0 in , ,i=, , _ qi) ways. II 
THEOREM 3. 
{ 1, k,~--I~I1 l (qk~" _ for k l=  s = 0; 
Tq(kl,s) = (qk, _ q0) - ¢ ) ,  otherwise. 
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PROOF. The theorem is true for s = 0 and s = kl. Assume 1 < s < kl - 1. Using induction on 
kl, we substitute for Tq(s, m) in Lemma 3. From the identity 
L'1 : , ( . .  1,[.:1] 
1 (q, _ qm) m q q 
and the q-Vandermonde summation formula [10] 
["- ' l  ["-'], 
ra=0 q Ls -mjq  s q 
we get 
, ,  . ,  [k,_i] 
Tq(kl,s)=q" H (qk' -q ' )  H (qs-qi) 
i re  i - -0  $ 
This expression can be reduced to T~(kl, s) as given in the theorem. 
LEMMA 4. 
. i l q q ~ k l  - -  s q q(t'-')' T,(tx, s). 
n - " m- t°1  subspaces B1,0 C B~ PROOF. There are [ko]¢ subspaces B0 C Fq of dimension k0, t tt ~q 
ka n ko kx kx s ~ of dimension kl,. and ,[, .l" ,[ :~t_.- --]°- q( - ) subspaces B1.,I C_ B~ of dimension kx such that 
Bi,0 Cl BI,1 has dimension s. From the definition of T~(kl, s) and Theorem 2, we get the formula 
given in the lemma. II 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 4. 
[ ] [ : ;0 ]  ,, . n I i (q . _ ,  o_q,) .  Nq(n, ko,kl)= ko q q i=1 
PROOF. We substitute in Lemma 4 the expression of Tq(kx, s) given in Theorem 3. Following 
the same steps used in the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain the required result. II 
Note that  Nq(n, ko, n - ko) = 0 for 0 < ko < n - 1 and 
n ] Nq(n - ko, O, kl). Nq(n, ko, ks) = ko q 
The following is a table of Nu(n, O, k) for small values of n. 
k= l  k - -2  k - -3  k----4 
n=2 6 
n -- 3 42 168 
n = 4 210 5,880 20,160 
n -- 5 930 130,200 3,124,800 9,999,360 
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